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Abstract

Background: Recent studies revealed that bipolar disorder may be associated with deficits of neuroplasticity. Additionally, accumulating evidence has implicated alterations of the intracellular signaling molecule protein kinase C (PKC) in mania.

Methods: Using sleep deprivation (SD) as an animal model of mania, this study aimed to examine the possible relationship between PKC and neuroplasticity in mania. Rats were subjected to SD for 72h and tested behaviorally. In parallel, SD-induced changes in hippocampal cell proliferation were evaluated with bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) labeling. We then examined the effects of the mood stabilizer lithium, the antipsychotic agent aripiprazole, and the PKC inhibitors chelerythrine and tamoxifen on both behavioral and cell proliferation impairments induced by SD. The antidepressant fluoxetine was used as a negative control.

Results: We found that SD triggered the manic-like behaviors such as hyperlocomotion and increased sleep latency, and reduced hippocampal cell proliferation. These alterations were counteracted by an acute administration of lithium and aripiprazole but not of fluoxetine, and only a single administration of aripiprazole increased cell proliferation on its own. Importantly, SD rats exhibited increased levels of phosphorylated synaptosomal-associated protein 25 (SNAP-25) in the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex, suggesting PKC overactivity. Moreover, PKC inhibitors attenuated manic-like behaviors and rescued cell proliferation deficits induced by SD.

Conclusions: Our findings confirm the relevance of SD as a model of mania, and provide evidence that antimanic agents are also able to prevent SD-induced decrease of hippocampal cell proliferation. Furthermore, they emphasize the therapeutic potential of PKC inhibitors, as revealed by their antimanic-like and pro-proliferative properties.
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Introduction

Bipolar disorder is a devastating long-term disease characterized by recurrent episodes of depression and mania. The symptoms of manic episodes include psychomotor agitation, little need for sleep, hyper-sexuality, and increased reward-seeking behaviors (American Psychiatric Association, 2000). With a lifetime prevalence of 1% (Kessler et al., 2005), bipolar disorder is cited among the leading causes of disability worldwide by the World Health Organization’s most recent global burden of disease study (Lopez et al., 2006). Although the underlying mechanisms of bipolar disorder are still unknown, recent data have linked this disorder to impairments of neuroplasticity and cellular resilience (Schloesser et al., 2008; Machado-Vieira et al., 2014).

Current antimanic pharmacotherapy—which often relies on the use of a mood stabilizer, such as lithium—remains unsatisfactory because of its limited adherence and partial therapeutic efficacy (Goodwin and Geddes, 2003). However, the development of novel antimanic agents and the understanding of the pathophysiology of this disease have been hampered by the lack of suitable animal models. Currently, there is still a need for animal models that reflect the oscillating nature of bipolar disorder; the majority of current preclinical research utilizes separate models to measure facets of bipolar disorder, typically either mania or depression (Einat and Manji, 2006). Amphetamine-induced hyperactivity is the most widely used rodent animal model to test the efficacy of antimanic therapeutics (Young et al., 2011). A 72 h rapid eye movement (REM) sleep deprivation (SD) produced in rats a transient period of hyperactivity and insomnia, two clinical symptoms of manic episodes, and has been suggested as a putative model of mania by Gessa et al. (1995). Nevertheless, and despite its obvious etiopathogenic relevance—given that SD is a triggering factor of manic episodes in bipolar patients (Barbini et al., 1996)—SD has been less studied in the context of mania modeling, especially in terms of its predictive validity. Interestingly, more recent studies have shown that 96 h of REM SD reduced neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus of adult rats (Guzman-Marin et al., 2005). Since neuroplasticity deficits have been associated with bipolar disorder (Machado-Vieira et al., 2014), this SD model may lead to progress in understanding the neurobiological aspects of mania and to identification of new treatments.

Increasing evidence suggests that the intracellular signaling molecule protein kinase C (PKC) may be involved in the etiology of bipolar disorder (Abrial et al., 2011). Thus, abnormally-elevated PKC activity has been found in platelets from medication-free bipolar patients experiencing a manic episode (Friedman et al., 1995). Nevertheless, and despite its obvious etiopathogenic relevance—given that SD is a triggering factor of manic episodes in bipolar patients (Barbini et al., 1996)—SD has been less studied in the context of mania modeling, especially in terms of its predictive validity. Interestingly, more recent studies have shown that 96 h of REM SD reduced neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus of adult rats (Guzman-Marin et al., 2005). Since neuroplasticity deficits have been associated with bipolar disorder (Machado-Vieira et al., 2014), this SD model may lead to progress in understanding the neurobiological aspects of mania and to identification of new treatments.

Increasing evidence suggests that the intracellular signaling molecule protein kinase C (PKC) may be involved in the etiology of bipolar disorder (Abrial et al., 2011). Thus, abnormally-elevated PKC activity has been found in platelets from medication-free bipolar patients experiencing a manic episode (Friedman et al., 1995; Hahn et al., 2005). Moreover, mood-stabilizers such as lithium and valproate have been reported to inhibit PKC activity both in vitro and in vivo (Jensen and Mørk, 1997; Manji and Lenox, 1999). In rodents, the non-selective PKC inhibitor tamoxifen has been shown to reduce the hyperlocomotion elicited by amphetamine (Einat et al., 2007; Sabioni et al., 2008). In addition, preliminary clinical trials demonstrating that tamoxifen rapidly improved manic symptoms of bipolar patients (Bebchuk et al., 2000; Kulkarni et al., 2006; Zarate et al., 2007; Yildiz et al., 2008; Amrollahi et al., 2010) suggest that PKC inhibition might be a relevant antimanic strategy.

In view of these elements, this study aimed to investigate the antimanic-like action of PKC inhibition in the SD model in rats. We first verified the validity of SD as a model of mania by assessing the effects of clinically-effective agents on behavioral consequences of SD. Second, we explored impaired adult hippocampal cell proliferation as a possible cellular mechanism underlying manic-like behaviors and its recovery by antimanic agents. And third, we examined the antimanic potential of both selective (chelerythrine) and non-selective (tamoxifen) PKC inhibitors and their effects on hippocampal cell proliferation in the SD model.

Methods

Animals

Male Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River), ranging in weight from 200–225 g upon arrival, were housed four per cage under a 12 h light/dark cycle (lights on at 7:00 AM; room temperature 22°C), with free access to food and water. All rats were allowed to acclimate for at least one week prior to experiments, and were gently handled three times before behavioral testing. All experiments were conducted in accordance with the European Community Council Directive (86/609/EEC) and the French guidelines (Act. 87–848, Ministère de l’Agriculture) for the care and use of laboratory animals.

Drugs and Treatments

Tamoxifen citrate (Alexis Biochemicals) was prepared in 4% Tween 80/saline and administered i.p. at 80 mg/kg (5 mL/kg). Chelerythrine chloride (LC Labs) was dissolved in water and injected s.c. at 3 mg/kg (1 mL/kg). Lithium chloride (Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in saline and administered i.p. at 100 mg/kg (1 mL/kg). Aripiprazole (Sequoia Research Products Ltd) was prepared in 4% Tween 80/water and injected i.p. at 1 mg/kg (1 mL/kg). Fluoxetine hydrochloride (LKT Laboratories) was dissolved in water and administered i.p. at 10 mg/kg (1 mL/kg), either acutely or chronically for 21 days. The control groups received vehicle injections. Acute injections were done during SD, 30 min (aripiprazole) or 1 h (lithium, fluoxetine, tamoxifen, chelerythrine) before behavioral testing, or 24 h before sacrifice for evaluation of hippocampal cell proliferation. Chronic treatment with fluoxetine (10 mg/kg/day i.p. for 21 days) began 18 days before the SD procedure and continued throughout SD; the last injection of fluoxetine occurred 24 h before behavioral testing. The doses of drugs were chosen based on their previously reported effects in similar paradigms in rats: tamoxifen and chelerythrine (Abrial et al., 2013), lithium (Mavrikaki et al., 2009), aripiprazole (Steed et al., 2011), and fluoxetine (Callaway et al., 1990; Mime-Filali et al., 2011). There was no difference between the results obtained in rats treated with the different vehicles used in this study. Therefore, vehicle groups were pooled together for the sake of clarity.

Sleep Deprivation Procedure

Sleep deprivation (SD) was performed by the standard flower pot procedure (Jouvet et al., 1964). Rats were individually placed (2:30 PM) in a standard container (30 H x 30 cm diameter), on a small platform (8.6 H x 6.6 cm diameter) surrounded by 2 cm of warm water (~33°C) for 72 h. Using this SD procedure, each time the animal engaged in REM sleep, it fell into the water because of the muscular atonia accompanying REM sleep onset. Previous studies in similar experimental conditions showed that rats exhibited a 30–35% decrease of slow wave sleep and a 99% decrease of REM sleep (Verret et al., 2005; Sapin et al., 2009).
Food and water were available ad libitum, and the container was cleaned daily. During cleaning time, rats were placed in a dry cage for 5 min where they stayed awake (grooming and exploratory behavior). Control rats (home-caged controls, CC) remained in their home cages (4 rats per cage) for the duration of the experiment. In some experiments, an additional control group, namely the isolated control (IC) group, was exposed for 72 h to the same conditions as SD animals, except that the water was replaced by sawdust.

**Experimental Design**

Each rat was submitted to a single 72 h period of SD and behaviorally tested or sacrificed immediately afterwards. Separate rats were used for each behavioral test, and for all other experiments. For behavioral experiments, animals were transferred and kept in the experimental room, within their SD containers, for a 60 min habituation period.

**Experiment 1. Evaluation of the Behavioral Impairments Elicited by 72 h of SD and Effects of Antimanic and Antidepressant Drugs**

CC, IC, or SD rats were behaviorally tested (locomotor activity, sleep latency, penile erections, forced swim test, and Y-maze) or sacrificed for dissection of adrenal glands. Other groups of animals, treated with vehicle, lithium, aripiprazole, or fluoxetine, were assessed for locomotor activity and sleep latency.

**Experiment 2. Effects of SD, Antimanic and Antidepressant Drugs on Adult Hippocampal Cell Proliferation**

CC or SD rats treated with vehicle, lithium, aripiprazole, or fluoxetine were sacrificed for assessment of cell proliferation in the hippocampus (bromodeoxyuridine [BrdU]-immunolabeling).

**Experiment 3. Effects of PKC Inhibitors on SD-Induced Behavioral and Cell Proliferation Deficits**

CC or SD rats treated with tamoxifen or chelerythrine were behaviorally tested (locomotor activity, sleep latency, and penile erections) or sacrificed for evaluation of PKC activity (quantification of phosphosynaptosomal-associated protein 25 [SNAP-25] by Western blot) or cell proliferation in the hippocampus (BrdU-immunolabeling).

**Behavioral Testing**

**Locomotor Activity**

Monitoring of locomotion was performed in an actimeter (Imetronic) consisting of 8 independent chambers (25 lux) equipped with infrared beams positioned 4 cm and 12 cm above the floor.

Each rat was removed from its container, placed in a Plexiglas activity chamber (41 x 26 x 20 cm), and its locomotor activity (number of beam breaks) was recorded for 30 min. Sleep latency was determined as the first occurrence of 5 or fewer beam breaks during a period of at least 5 min. We showed that this criterion was well correlated (r = 0.73, p < 0.001) to the sleep latency measured by behavioral observations (data not shown).

**Y-maze Task**

Spontaneous alternation was assessed in the Y-maze task. Each arm of the maze was 45 cm long, 33 cm high, and 15 cm wide, and converged to an equal angle (5 lux in the center of the apparatus). Each rat was placed at the end of one arm and allowed to move freely through the maze during an 8 min session. The total number of arm entries and alternations (defined as consecutive entries into all three arms without repetitions) was scored. The percent alternation was calculated as the ratio of actual to possible alternations defined as the (total number of arm entries - 2) x 100.

**Penile Erection Assessment**

Experiments were carried out in a dimly lit room (5 lux) in Plexiglas cages (41 x 26 x 20 cm) with a mirror placed under the floor at a 45° angle to allow an unobstructed view of the rat from underneath. Rats were placed individually in the cages, and observations were carried out for 60 min. Penile erection was counted only when the rat stood on its hind limbs, leant its body forward, bent its head down to reach the genital area, and held and licked its penis in full erection and/or displayed hip movements (Andersen et al., 2007). The number and latency to the first penile erection were counted.

**Forced Swim Test**

The forced swim test (FST) was performed as previously described by Porsolt et al. (1978). Rats were individually placed in a plastic cylinder (50 cm high by 20 cm in diameter) filled with tap water (25 ± 0.5°C) at a depth of 35 cm. Two swim sessions were conducted in a dimly lit room (12 lux): a 15 min pretest at 48 h of SD, and a 5 min test at 72 h of SD. Following both swim sessions, rats were removed from the cylinders, dried with towels, and kept warm for 30 min before returning to their home cage. The 5 min test was recorded and analyzed by a video-tracking system (Viewpoint), allowing measurement of the immobility, swimming, and climbing times. Immobility, defined as the animal floating without struggling and only making movements necessary to maintain its head above water, was used as an indicator of depression-like behavior.

**Evaluation of Hippocampal Cell Proliferation**

**BrdU Labeling**

For analysis of BrdU-positive cells, rats were administered 4 injections of BrdU (50 mg/kg i.p. every 2 h, starting at 9:00 AM; Fluka), with the last injection occurring 24 h before the end of the SD. Twenty-four hours after the last BrdU injection, rats were deeply anesthetized with pentobarbital (50 mg/kg, i.p.) and transcardially perfused (150 ml of 0.9% NaCl followed by 500 ml of 4% paraformaldehyde). After perfusion, all brains were post-fixed overnight in paraformaldehyde at 4°C and stored at 4°C in 30% sucrose. Coronal sections (30 μm-thick) were cut through the entire hippocampus, between -1.60 to -6.72, from Bregma (Paxinos and Watson, 2007) on a freezing microtome, and stored at 4°C in 10 mM phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) pH 7.4 containing 0.1% NaN₃.

**Immunohistochemistry**

Free-floating sections were incubated with 50% formamide and 50% 2x saline sodium citrate buffer (pH 7.4; 0.3 M sodium citrate, 0.03 M NaCl) for 90 min at 65°C, and then immersed in 2x saline sodium citrate buffer, followed by 30 min in 2M hydrochloric acid (HCl) to denature deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA). After neutralization with 0.1 M sodium borate (pH 8) and pre-incubation with PBS containing 0.3% Triton X-100 (PBST), sections were processed for 3 min in pepsin (0.45 U/ml in 0.1M HCl) and transferred for 15 min to 3% H₂O₂ to eliminate endogenous peroxidases. Then, sections were incubated at room temperature overnight with a primary antibody against BrdU (rat monoclonal IgG, 1/400, AbCys) in PBST 1% bovine serum albumin. Sections were then washed with PBST and incubated with a secondary antibody for 90 min (biotinylated rabbit anti-rat IgG, 1/250, Vector Laboratories), followed by amplification with an
avidin-biotinylated horseradish peroxidase complex (Elite ABC kit, Vector Laboratories). Peroxidase activity was revealed by incubating sections with 0.02% 3,3′-diaminobenzidine and 0.8% NiCl in 0.5 mol/L Tris-HCl (pH 7.4). After several rinses, sections were mounted on gelatin-coated slices, dehydrated in graded alcohols, and cover-slipped in DePeX mounting medium (VWR).

Counting Procedure
The number of BrdU-labeled cells was quantified with a light microscope (Zeiss) at 40x magnification on a series of every sixth section of the entire hippocampus. The hippocampus was segregated into two halves, with the dorsal hippocampus defined as the anterior region (-1.60 to -5.30 Bregma) and the ventral hippocampus defined as the posterior region (-5.30 to -6.72 Bregma). About 10 sections in the dorsal hippocampus and 5 sections in the ventral hippocampus were examined per animal to estimate the total number of BrdU-labeled cells per structure. BrdU-labeled cells were counted in the granule cell layer and the subgranular zone, and cells that were located more than two cells away from the subgranular zone were omitted.

Quantitative Western Blotting
After euthanasia, brains were rapidly removed. The whole hippocampus and prefrontal cortices were quickly dissected on an ice-cold plate and they were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen and kept at -80°C until further processing. Tissue was lysed in 400 µL-800 µL lysis buffer (25mM HEPES pH 7.4, 500mM NaCl, 2mM EDTA, 1mM dithiothreitol, 1mM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride, 20mM NaF, 1mM sodium orthovanadate, and Roche cOmplete mini protease inhibitor cocktail) in 0.5–2mL tubes containing ceramic beads (Precellys soft tissue homogenizing CK14) and processed three times 30 sec each at 6 800 rpm using a Precellys®24 apparatus, interspaced by 5 min pauses on ice to prevent sample overheating. Protein concentrations were estimated by standard Bradford protein assay and samples were boiled 10 min in 5X Laemmli buffer. 20 µg of samples were loaded on Bio-Rad 12% Mini-Protean® TGXTM Precast gels, run 1 h at 105V, transferred 45 min at 18V on a nitrocellulose membrane, and blocked in Tris Buffer Saline 0.1% Tween 20 (TBST) containing 5% non-fat dry milk, 20 mM NaF, and 2mM sodium orthovanadate. After blocking, membranes were incubated with primary antibodies in 1% milk TBST containing 20mM NaF and 2mM sodium orthovanadate: β-actin (1/100 000, mouse, Sigma-Aldrich), SNAP-25 (1/3 000, mouse, Sigma-Aldrich), or phospho-SNAP-25 at Ser187 (1/270, mouse; kindly provided by Professor M Takahashi, Kitasato University School of Medicine, Kitasato, Japan). After overnight incubation at 4°C, membranes were washed extensively in TBST and incubated 2 h in TBST with CF680 or CF770 secondary antibodies (Biotium, 1/10 000) at room temperature. After extensive washing in TBST, followed by TBS washes, laser scanning and quantitative analyses of the blots were performed using the Odyssey Infrared Imaging System (Li-Cor). Quantification of protein phosphorylation was carried out by measuring the intensity of fluorescence of SNAP-25 or phospho-SNAP-25 bands normalized by β-actin expression. Ratios of normalized phospho-SNAP-25 to normalized SNAP-25 were calculated and results were expressed as the percentage of increase over the mean of caged controls ratios, which was set to 100%.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using StatView (Abacus Concepts Inc.). For experiments having a 2 x 2 design, two-way ANOVA was used, followed by Fisher PLSD post-hoc test if significant main (sleep condition and treatment) or interaction effects were found. For the other experiments, a student’s t-test was used. Probability values of less than 5% were considered statistically significant. Statistical analysis for each figure is shown in Supplementary Tables S1 and S2.

Results
Sleep Deprivation Induces a Manic-Like Syndrome Characterized by Hyperlocomotion, Insomnia, and Increased Penile Erections
As previously reported by Gessa et al. (1995) by using the single platform technique, rats submitted to 72h of SD displayed enhanced locomotor activity (p < 0.001) and delayed sleep onset latency (p < 0.001) compared to CC rats (Figure 1A, Supplementary
SD-Induced Hyperlocomotion and Insomnia are Sensitive to Lithium, Aripiprazole, but not Fluoxetine

To assess the pharmacological validity of this model, we evaluated whether lithium, a mood stabilizer, and aripiprazole, an atypical antipsychotic showing antimanic efficacy in bipolar patients, were able to reverse SD-induced manic-like behaviors. Fluoxetine, an antidepressant which is devoid of antimanic properties, was used as a negative control. Acute administration of lithium (100 mg/kg, i.p.) or aripiprazole (1 mg/kg, i.p.) to CC rats had no significant effect on locomotion, but significantly attenuated the hyperlocomotor effect of SD (p < 0.001 and p < 0.01, respectively; Supplementary Table S2), whereas fluoxetine was without any effect in CC or SD rats either acutely (10 mg/kg, i.p.) or chronically for 21 days (10 mg/kg/day, i.p.; Figure 2A and C). Besides, in SD rats, aripiprazole significantly reduced sleep latency (p < 0.05) and lithium resulted in a trend towards decreased sleep latency (p = 0.07), while acute or chronic fluoxetine did not modify this parameter (Figure 2B and D).

Sleep Deprivation Decreases Cell Proliferation in the Dorsal and Ventral Hippocampus, an Effect Rescued by Lithium, Aripiprazole, but not Fluoxetine

To investigate the cellular mechanisms associated with the behavioral effects of SD, we evaluated the impact of SD on adult hippocampal cell proliferation. As shown in Figure 3, 72 h of SD reduced the number of BrdU-positive cells in the hippocampus (p < 0.001). When looking at subdivisions of the hippocampus, significant effects were found only in dorsal (p < 0.001) and ventral (p < 0.001) regions. The number of BrdU-positive cells counted in IC rats (dorsal: 3608 ± 272; ventral: 2060 ± 31; total: 5668 ± 295; n = 5) was not statistically different from that of CC rats (dorsal: 3593 ± 161; ventral: 2160 ± 120; total: 5753 ± 230; n = 6).

To address the possibility that the antimanic-like behavioral effects of current bipolar medications may be associated with a recovery of cell proliferation impairments, we examined the ability of lithium, aripiprazole, and fluoxetine to increase hippocampal cell proliferation in the SD model (Figure 3B). In SD rats, an injection of lithium or aripiprazole significantly increased the number of BrdU-positive cells in the hippocampus (p < 0.001), whereas fluoxetine was without any effect. It can be noted that aripiprazole was also able to increase hippocampal cell proliferation in CC animals (p < 0.001). Similar effects of these drugs were found in both dorsal and ventral parts of the hippocampus.

Sleep Deprivation Provokes an Enhancement of SNAP-25 Phosphorylation in the Prefrontal Cortex and the Hippocampus

To assess the brain PKC activity in the SD model, we examined the phosphorylation level of synaptosomal-associated protein...
of 25kDa (SNAP-25; Figure 4A). Immunoblotting analysis with a specific antibody to Ser187, a PKC-specific phosphorylation site of SNAP-25 (Shimazaki et al., 1996), revealed a significant increase of the phosphorylated SNAP-25/unphosphorylated form ratio in both the prefrontal cortex ($p < 0.05$) and hippocampus ($p < 0.01$) of SD rats compared with CC, indicating a PKC activation in these brain regions after SD.

PKC Inhibitors Attenuates Manic-Like Behaviors and Rescues Cell Proliferation Deficits Triggered by Sleep Deprivation

Subsequently, we investigated whether PKC inhibition may reverse the manic-like behaviors elicited by SD (Figure 4B). SD rats acutely treated with the selective PKC inhibitor chelerythrine (3 mg/kg, s.c.) or the dual selective estrogen-receptor modulator/PKC inhibitor tamoxifen (80 mg/kg, i.p.) displayed lower locomotion than those treated with vehicle ($p < 0.001$). SD-induced insomnia was significantly reduced by tamoxifen ($p < 0.05$), but not by chelerythrine. Moreover, both PKC inhibitors decreased the number of penile erections ($p < 0.001$) and delayed the first erection (respectively, $p < 0.01$ and $p < 0.001$) in SD rats. None of these parameters were significantly altered by PKC inhibitors in CC animals. Taken together, these results suggest that PKC inhibitors have antimanic-like properties in the SD model.

Thereafter, we examined whether PKC inhibitors may be able to rescue the cell proliferation impairments displayed in SD rats (Figure 4C). A single injection of chelerythrine or tamoxifen did not produce any effect on cell proliferation in CC rats, but counteracted the cell proliferation deficits in SD animals in both the dorsal ($p < 0.001$) and ventral ($p < 0.001$) areas of the hippocampus.

Discussion

The results of the present study revealed that 72h of SD in rats is a relevant animal model of mania. First, SD rats displayed behavioral alterations analogous to manic symptoms of bipolar disorder. Second, the antimanic agents (lithium and aripiprazole), but not the antidepressant (fluoxetine), yielded rapid antimanic-like effects in rats exposed to SD. Additionally, we demonstrated in this SD rat model that PKC inhibitors are able to produce antimanic-like effects and to reverse the SD-related decrease of hippocampal cell proliferation.

The SD model provides convincing support for construct validity to the extent that a relationship between sleep loss and the onset of mania has been reported in human. Thus, reduced sleep represents a reliable prodrome of a manic episode (Plante and Winkelman, 2008), and sleep disruptions, subsequent to a stress or a change in sleep schedule, increase the risk of switching from depression to mania (Wehr et al., 1987; Barbini et al., 1996; Salvadore et al., 2010). Moreover, alterations of sleep architecture, such as REM sleep abnormalities, have been observed in manic subjects (Hudson et al., 1988, 1992). In line with previous studies (Gessa et al., 1995; Benedetti et al., 2008; Armani et al.,...
we showed that rats displayed enhanced locomotor activity immediately after 72 h of SD. Because psychomotor agitation has been described as a cardinal feature of mania (Young et al., 2007), hyperlocomotion has been used as the primary outcome to assess manic-like behavior. Yet, mania is characterized by a broad set of symptoms, and hyperactivity does not represent the only behavioral feature of bipolar disorder. We thus assessed other symptoms of mania and we found that, besides hyperlocomotion, SD rats exhibited behavioral alterations having face validity with manic symptoms, such as insomnia and increased penile erections, which have been linked with enhanced sexual performance (Bernardi et al., 2011). Furthermore, other manic-like behaviors have been previously reported in rodents following total or partial SD of varying lengths, such as increased aggressive behavior (Benedetti et al., 2008), hedonic behavior to sucrose solution (Andersen et al., 2009), and irritability (Frau et al., 2008). Predictive validity of the SD model was supported by the present data showing the ability of two clinically-effective antimanic agents from distinct classes, namely the mood stabilizer lithium and the atypical antipsychotic aripiprazole, to attenuate the SD-induced hyperlocomotion and insomnia. Importantly, these behaviors were not modified by an acute or chronic treatment with fluoxetine, an antidepressant which is given in combination with lithium for depressive episodes but is devoid of antimanic efficacy. It can be noted that an acute lithium treatment produced antimanic-like effects in the SD model, whereas lithium’s early improvement of mania is not observed before at least one week of treatment in bipolar patients (Machado-Vieira et al., 2013). However, acute lithium also produces an antimanic-like effect in the amphetamine-induced hyperlocomotion test (Gould et al., 2007). Besides, acutely administered antidepressants are effective in the FST, a well-used paradigm of antidepressant efficacy (Cryan and Lucki, 2005).

A recurring matter of debate in the field of sleep research is how many of the molecular and cellular changes observed after SD can be attributed to stress, rather than to sleep loss itself. Our single-platform method, that involves enforced immobilization and social isolation, actually induced stress, as shown by the adrenal hypertrophy observed in SD rats. However, this stress, also encountered with the multiple-platform SD method (Coenen and van Luijtelaar, 1985), is not a concern in the context of a model of mania, but rather an advantage in terms of construct validity, as stressful life events may contribute to the onset of bipolar disorder (Tsuchiya et al., 2003). Overall, the present SD model that associates mild stress with sleep disturbance, in which REM SD is a major component, meets most of the validity criteria, and can therefore be considered as a valuable tool to further explore the underlying mechanisms of mania. Following this perspective, and given the proposed role of PKC in mania (Abrial et al., 2011), we investigated the possible occurrence of PKC changes in the brain after SD. Our results indicate that 72 h of SD increased the phosphorylation of a major PKC substrate, SNAP-25, in the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus, suggesting an overactivation of the PKC pathway. As other stressors were demonstrated to affect PKC activity (Yamamori et al., 2014), it should be noted that this enhancement of PKC activity might not be SD specific, but more likely is a...
combination of stresses induced by the SD procedure. In accordance with our results, Szabo et al. (2009) observed increased phosphorylation of MARCKS, another PKC substrate, in the frontal cortices of SD rats. Together, these results are consistent with studies revealing a hyperactivity of the PKC pathway in platelets of bipolar patients in a manic phase (Friedman et al., 1993; Hahn and Friedman, 1999; Wang et al., 1999). We subsequently investigated whether inhibition of PKC may be able to block the manic-like behaviors in the SD model. We evidenced that the PKC inhibitors chelerythrine and tamoxifen acutely attenuated the hyperlocomotion of SD rats. Contrary to tamoxifen, an estrogen receptor modulator with PKC inhibitory properties, chelerythrine is a selective PKC inhibitor, and thus it is assumed that this antimanic effect can likely be attributed to PKC inhibition. In agreement with the present results, we and others have previously shown that these PKC inhibitors also decreased the hyperlocomotion of animals injected with amphetamine (Einat et al., 2007; Sabioni et al., 2008; Abrial et al., 2013). Moreover, we showed that tamoxifen reduced the insomnia, and both inhibitors decreased the penile erections displayed by rats submitted to SD. These results emphasize the potential of PKC inhibition as an efficient antimanic strategy.

Adult hippocampal neurogenesis is thought to be increased by interventions that are associated with beneficial effects on mood, such as chronic treatment with antidepressants (Santarelli et al., 2003). However, except for the mood stabilizer lithium, for which several studies have reported neurogenic (Santarelli et al., 2003). However, except for the mood stabilizer lithium (Son et al., 2003) typically do so after treatment of bipolar disorder to modulate the proliferation and survival of newly-born cells in the adult hippocampus remains less explored. Thus, we hypothesized that the antimanic-like effects obtained in the present study may be related to changes of hippocampal cell proliferation. Our results evidenced that 72 h of SD markedly decreased the proliferation of new cells in the dentate gyrus. These data are consistent with previous findings showing that disruptions of sleep exceeding 48 h achieved by different techniques significantly inhibit cell proliferation (Guzman-Marín et al., 2005; Tung et al., 2005). Interestingly, hippocampal cell proliferation reduction in SD rats was reversed by a single injection of tamoxifen or chelerythrine, suggesting that cell proliferation events in the adult hippocampus following SD are under a potent control mediated by PKC. In apparent contradiction with the present data, we previously found that chronic low-dose tamoxifen (10 mg/kg/day for 14 days) and chelerythrine (0.3 mg/kg/day for 14 days) decreased adult cell proliferation in the dentate gyrus in naive rats (Abrial et al., 2013). A possible explanation for these opposite effects could be that low doses of these inhibitors may not be sufficient to completely block the PKC activity, and would thus promote compensatory mechanisms which would lead in fine to up-regulation of the PKC pathway. Further studies are necessary to confirm this hypothesis. Otherwise, it seems possible that the counteracting effects observed with lithium and aripiprazole on SD-induced decreases of hippocampal cell proliferation are mediated, at least in part, by PKC inhibition. Indeed, the PKC pathway is one of the downstream targets of lithium (Lenox and Wang, 2003), and a recent study revealed that aripiprazole could also inhibit PKC (Kato et al., 2011). Interestingly, besides recovering hippocampal cell proliferation in SD rats, an acute administration of aripiprazole in naive animals also stimulated cell proliferation. Aripiprazole is an atypical antipsychotic drug that possesses dual D2/5-HT1A properties, acting as a partial agonist at both receptors (Kikuchi et al., 1995; Dahan et al., 2009). Given that acute administration of 5-HT1A agonists is known to produce significant elevation of hippocampal neurogenesis (Banasr et al., 2004; Klęmpin et al., 2010), it is likely that the 5-HT1A receptor agonist properties of aripiprazole contribute to its pro-proliferative effect in naive and/or SD rats.

In line with previous data suggesting that adult hippocampal neurogenesis—and more broadly, neuroplasticity and cellular resilience—may be a significant factor in the pathophysiology and/or treatment of affective disorders (Schloesser et al., 2008; Machado-Vieira et al., 2014), we propose that the positive outcomes of acute lithium, aripiprazole, and PKC inhibitors on cell proliferation in the dentate gyrus could account for their ability to reduce manic-like behaviors. However, a direct relationship between adult hippocampal neurogenesis and affective disorders has been challenged. Whilst earlier studies highlighted that neurogenesis integrity is a requirement for the behavioral effects of antidepressants (Santarelli et al., 2003; Surget et al., 2008), recent reports have rejected this possibility (Bessa et al., 2009) or depicted a more nuanced picture by suggesting the existence of neurogenesis-dependent and -independent mechanisms of antidepressant action (David et al., 2009). Thus, although other studies are necessary to determine whether adult neurogenesis is critical for the behavioral effects of antimanic agents, it is noteworthy that any increase in cell proliferation may not be sufficient to produce antimanic effects. Indeed, in our study fluoxetine, which is known to increase cell proliferation when chronically administered to naive rats (Malberg et al., 2000) or to mice submitted to a chronic mild stress (Tanti et al., 2013), was not able to produce antimanic effects in our SD model.

An interesting finding of the present study is that a short-term drug treatment was able to increase adult hippocampal cell proliferation. So far, treatments that induce neurogenic effects such as antidepressants (Malberg et al., 2000) or the mood stabilizer lithium (Son et al., 2003) typically do so after chronic, but not acute, administration. In our study, all the agents tested had both antimanic and pro-proliferative effects in response to a single administration. This result highlights the relevance of a rapid cell proliferation increase in the dentate gyrus as a common feature of antimanic agents. In conclusion, we have demonstrated that 72 h of SD induced manic-like behaviors and hippocampal cell proliferation deficits, which are sensitive to classic antimanic drugs, therefore supporting the SD model as a good alternative to existing models of mania. Our data suggest a possible role of hippocampal neurogenesis in mediating antimanic effects, even after a single administration. Finally, the present results emphasize the therapeutic potential of PKC inhibitors by revealing their antimanic-like properties and their effects on hippocampal cell proliferation. Overall, these findings provide new insights on the pathophysiology of bipolar disorder and on the mechanisms underlying the antimanic response.
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